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Good day Yunesit’in,
I am Aliyah Meldrum.
My parents are Valerie
Setah and Anthony
Meldrum and was raised in
Yunesit’in. As a recent
graduate of June 2020, I
was offered a job with
Yunesit’in Government and
Ecotrust Canada in
December 2020 by Russell
Myers-Ross. My duties
include working on a
community newsletter plus
I will also learn to update
our Yunesit’in website.
Authored by: Aliyah Meldrum
Edited by: Russell Myers-Ross

I have been grateful putting
this February newsletter
together with collaboration
from our Health &
Administration staff plus
community members that
were willing to share. For
future plans, I enjoy
continued work with the
community and Tsilhqot’in
Nation and I am hopeful on
returning to school in
September 2021. I plan to
be accepted by the
University of British
Columbia - Kelowna
Campus.
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Dwayne Emerson

Administration
I am sure most people are just about done with
Covid-19 and the impact that it has had on
everyone’s life! It seems that every community
has had a slightly different response. For
Yunesit’in, our response was a community effort.
While the Health team worked an inordinate
amount of hours and it probably seemed like
“they” were telling people what to do all of the
time, however, they were supported by leadership
and the community at large. Yunesit’in has done
a great job and everyone deserves a big thankyou.Yunesit’in saw a huge response of service
and commitment to community throughout the
Covid-19 event. People caring for each other,
eager to help wherever possible, ensuring that
their neighbors and those less likely to speak for
themselves are cared for.

Enough Covid talk. Everyone must know by
now that the Administration services offered
by the Band has moved out of the Health
Clinic. While this has posed a few logistical
challenges for Band staff as a team, the move
is separating private, health related services
from the day to day administration. This is
still a work in progress and we ask for a little
patience as we work it out.The community
hall fire was really hot! This is huge loss for
Yunesit’in. As you drive into the community,
there is a definite change in the landscape. I
have heard many of the stories that surround
this important landmark. As a Band Manager,
the first question that is asked of me is “was it
insured?”.

In an effort to follow provincial guidelines,
Yunesit’in stayed home! While there was the odd
bump and the odd person that had a difficult time
with this, Yunesit’in did a pretty good job. It may
have felt like prison for some. Many people have
a difficult time being told what they can and can’t
do. We understood this and tried to make it less
painful through the individual shopping and food
delivery. Defying the road block, and finding
ways around it became a game for some people.
The reality is that we are talking about very few
people. While not making excuses for anyone,
some people claimed that they had needs that
could not be filled by the Band! While this
community has not “shamed” or judged anyone
for getting Covid, many members were quick to
point out who might need a little extra help to try
and stay safe.

Band Manager
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The answer is “yes”. Of course, the building will be replaced with something bigger and better,
but this will not accommodate the history that was encompassed by the old Community Hall. I am
confident that when the old Community Hall was built, it was a big deal. Looking at the building
as it stood before the fires, you know that it was community built, using Yunesit’in logs and labor.
The Community Hall was host to weddings, funerals, fundraising, meetings, birthdays, training,
ceremony, cultural events, games/lahal, and special events such as Xmas, graduations and
dinners. There will be a way to honor this history in the new building and we are looking for ideas
as to how we might do this. Please send me any pictures or stories you might be willing to share
about the Community Hall.
Yunesit’in Government has lot going on. Just to name a few:
1. We are exploring the Feasibility of Cannabis (growing and selling);>
2. Leading Edge out at Horsefly is likely moving towards manufacturing timber frame components
for housing;
3. Deer Creek Ranch is still on the books as a potential purchase and of course “Earl’s gas bar”.
At least this is what we keep calling it as Councillor Earl has been the biggest advocate and
continues to push for the development and construction of a small convenience store and gas bar
combined.
4. The Lands program is on fire. Trina Setah assisted by Bonnie Myers, who is in Guardianship
role, is doing great work.
5. With no students in the school, Jessica Setah has been cranking out the proposals to
enhance education services in the community.
6. Russell Myers Ross continues to work with the community on many projects and has a
submission detailing his continued involvement in pursing Yunest’in interests.
7. Housing, housing, housing! We have some TNG funds to hire a housing coordinator. This
position has been posted twice and we are not seeing applications. A willingness to learn, be
mentored, advised and guided along the way is the essential criteria that would make someone a
possible candidate for this position. I would encourage anyone with any interest to reach out to
me for additional information.Last on my list, the checkpoint has been a success. Regardless of
how you look at it, the checkpoint was really designed to give non-community members notice
that we were taking Covid-19 seriously. Standing outside in -40 degree temperatures for 12 hour
shifts was not for everyone! The community came to the rescue and demonstrated a great deal
of respect for the men and women staffing the checkpoint. Meals were delivered, coffee and
donuts dropped off and yes, a fair amount of visiting occurred. It was difficult for many to resist
the draw of the open fire! Thanks again to the checkpoint staff!!!!!
Dwayne Emerson
Band Manager

Band Manager
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Health
Hello Yunesit’in, snappy cold and epic January,
February 2021 it has been in the Community
and within the walls of the health clinic. We met
the arrival of the Moderna vaccine in Yunesit’in
January 9th . We were thrilled to have this
opportunity so soon. I was keenly aware from
attending many meetings and conferences that
FNHA had identified the need of vaccines in
rural communities as High Priority for the
vaccine roll out and so it became a reality and
not a moment to soon. Strangely, at the same
time Yunesit’in was experiencing the spread of
Covid 19 right in community.
The Health team was deeply concerned for the
health and wellbeing of community and staff.
We sent many staff home to isolate, Chief and
Council and the Band Manager made quick
and well thought out decisions, utilizing
excellent community staff at check points,
update letters, emergency resources and more
to make every effort to stop the disease from
spreading. What an amazing community,
administration, Council and Health team that
came together and worked triple time to get the
vaccine out, keep people safe and cared for,
and stop the spread of Covid 19. Many thanks
especially to the hard work of Corinne Bayliff,
Brittany Mulaville, Karen Catchside and Alexis
Creek outpost nurses for all the swabbing,
effective contact tracing, vaccinations and long
hours to support the many members of
Yunesit’in.

The Health staff, Band Manager chief and Council
also put in many hours and worked above and
beyond in hopes to curb the spread and see us come
through this pandemic and we are so close. Most
members did the hard work of staying home staying
safe and looking after each other with kindness.This
all helped so much. As a result of the hard work,
have vaccinated over 134 members with Dose 1 of
Moderna vaccine. This Wednesday February 17,
2021 we will be offering Vaccine Clinic 2 for those
that got the first Dose of Moderna. You will have a
scheduled day for your vaccine. Please contact Loni
Solomon at the clinic for your date and scheduled
time which will be based on when you received your
first shot.

All health team worked to supply groceries,
medications and other needs to the best of our ability
and thanks to the bandmanager, search and rescue in
Williams Lake also volunteered time to help shop for
members so they could do the one thing that could be
done. Stay home and Stay safe. Many members
stayed home with their household doing there best to
be safe and to keep others safe. Way to go!
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Fortunately, today, February 11, 2021, we are
down to 3 active cases in Yunesit’in. In total
since January 5th Yunesit’in in community
residents have had 26 active cases and 23
people have exited. Many more isolated as
per instructions from the Nurses, because
they were contacts to the positive cases.
Others wisely isolated to protect themselves
and their families. With quality care, some
traditional medicines some over the counter
medicines, rest fluids and care, many have
recovered from Covid 19. Thank goodness.

studies show that the Moderna Vaccine is effective
against other variants of Covid and is up to 95%
effective after two weeks of the second injection.
We hope to soon go back to some level of safe
programming for all health in Yunesit’in. Wishing you
all well and thank you for your collective efforts:
Yunesit’in Strong.
We are thankful for that and I extend my heartfelt
condolences and prayers to all other communities,
and nations, globally who have and are facing
extreme challenges with this illness. We thank
members for their prayers, for the traditional
medicine sharing, kind phone calls and check ins,
positive words and encouragements that you have
offered each other and the staff throughout the
challenges.
Jessica Doerner
Health Director
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Loni Solomon

Hello Yunesit’in members,
My name is Loni Solomon, daughter of Joanna
Haines and Rodney Solomon. I’m currently
working for Yunesit’in as the Womens
Wellness worker as of January 2021. I’m so
happy to be back working for my own
community as I’ve been off learning and
gaining a variety of knowledge in my diverse
work experience. I am currently finishing off
my Bachelors with Thompson Rivers
University in general study and I will be looking
to advance to completing a Masters of
Education in the future.

Here is what I’ve been working on for the month of
January:
Past:
Gathering traditional knowledge on medicine
making. Providing juniper tea, donated by Joanna
& Rodney, to the community EOC prep with a
health team. Assist & organize with the nurses
and health team with distribution of the Moderna
Vaccine.
Current:
Working on a wellness grant to host a virtual
medicine making class. Seeking a grant to
purchase yoga mats for at home virtual yoga
exercise. If you have ideas on what you would like
to see happen in the future regarding women’s
wellness or suggestion, please don’t hesitate to
email or call.
Yunesit’in Health: (250) 394-4041)
Email: lonisolomon@yunesitin.ca

Loni Solomon
Women's Wellness
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Dorothy Myers

Hello! Everyone,
I started work for Yunesit’in Health August 24, 2020, as Cultural Wellness Worker, 2 days a week, 7 hours
a day from Monday to Tuesday.
My duties are but not limited:
Home visits when I’m requested pre-covid
Run support groups, A.A meetings
Full moon sweats, berry picking
Gather and prepare medicines etc. Sage, Juniper and Cedar
Canning Fruits, Salmon and meats
Attend camps, event, meeting group, workshops, programs to do opening prayer upon request. As a
spiritual person my goal is to help people within the community to heal with my own personal experiences
from healing in which I’ve come a long way and healing is a life time journey. 42 years in my sobriety
which I’ve learned how to deal with my trauma with traditional methods of healing to cope with past
relationships issues, residential schools, grief, losing loved ones and being adopted. One thing I learned is
that we are not alone in what we go through, I encourage you all to come and join workshops, support
groups, programs, AA meetings. I can offer my own experiences in treatment centers, counselling and
support you in your faith. God Bless.

Yunesit’in Cultural Workshop Worker
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Hi, it’s been a couple of
rough years. The struggles
and changes, I have
learned to get though all
the stuff that has
happened. Covid is a real
tough one for me and I am
sure it is for everyone else.
What hit me the most was
the loved ones we’ve lost
in the community, it was
very shocking and
unexpected. My heart goes
out to all the family’s that
has lost the ones they love
dearly. May they Rest In
Peace and look over you
with love and light. My role
is to make sure that the
elders are safe. I take their
vital signs and make sure
that they are okay. If they
are not feeling well, I
schedule appointments for
them to see the nurses or
their doctors and make
sure they can make it to
their appointments if they
have no transportation. I
call for medications that
are needed.

Tara Myers

I get them to be
picked up and I deliver
them. With this virus
that has been around
since last March it has
been hard for me
knowing I can’t visit
and check vital signs
like I use to, unless we
are fully geared up
with safety
perceptions. I make
phone calls to check
in. When I know that
an elder is not feeling
well. I report it and get
it dealt with right away
either with the nurses,
Red Cross or Williams
lake hospital. The
nurses and the staff
have been
accommodating and
very helpful when I am
busy. We have no
home care nurse that
can help with all the
extra stuff that I have
been trying to manage
all at once.

Throughout the three years I
have been working here it
has been great. I enjoy
spending time with the elders.
The stories they tell are
amazing. I just want to say
thank you for sharing with me
the experiences you gained
and the hardships you’ve
faced. All of that is what
makes you, you. Our people
are strong. I want to
acknowledge the steps you
made to become the person
you are today and who you
were in the past. The elders
enjoy medicine picking and
crave for cultural activity for
the young one to learn.
During this pandemic, it’s
been really hard on Elders
and just know that you are
not alone. I wish It will all go
away, so that we can do more
gatherings in the community
that we all can enjoy. If you
have any suggestions that
you would like to see in the
future let our Health team
know and we will do our best
to deliver or make it happen.

Being out on the land, is
the one thing that
makes the most sense
to me because it is what
grounds us spiritually.
Connecting with all the
creations that is set
right in front of our eyes
our bodies our minds
and our spirit. Being
grateful for the trees
that helps us breath the
air that fills our lungs.
The water that
quenches our thirst
when we are thirsty.
The ground that helps
us back up when we
need it most. The wind
we feel against our skin
to brush off the weight
that we carry and the
fire that burns our fuel
to thrive. Thank you to
everyone I hope
everybody stays safe
and keeps up all the
good work that you are
doing every person
deserves to be
appreciated.
Sechanalyah – air hugs
to all wish each and
every one of you the
best.

Tara Myers
Home Support Worker
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Trina Setah

Lands
Nenqay Manager Report Happy New Year 2021,
friends and family. Since my return this past
summer, after an absence of seven years, I am
happy to be back with my people and working in a
role that aligns with my upbringing and returning
to be able to carry forward Tsilhqot’in teachings,
beliefs, the ‘law of the land’ through the
mechanisms of my work. I am working quietly in
the background during these quiet Covid-19
‘social-isolation’ restrictive times and strategically
marking my path moving forward for when things
pick up.
What does it mean to be the Nenqay Manager?
Defining this process has been a fun and interesting
process, based on the work-plan and vision that Russ
presented to me upon my orientation. I am now six
months plus into this process, and have been
interconnecting initiatives while networking and
building working relationships. I feel that my time
away was good, but now that I have returned and reacquainted myself with familiar faces in new roles
while working in this role has been refreshing. I enjoy
being back with colleagues who share the same
interests while moving forward in our roles
representing our communities.

I have been working closely with the team and the
work has kept us pretty busy. I am focused on the
Silviculture and Carbon Credit initiatives at the
moment, which will be keeping us busy with tree
planting and potentially looking at projects in the
long-term (1 year) such as prescribed burn or
landscape burning to assist with the management of
restoration. There will be some short-term
employment opportunities for tree planting once the
season is ready to start this spring. Additionally, I
have been sharing our plans for what kind of
projects can be coordinated next year, with support
from neighbouring communities (Tl’esqox and Xeni
Gwet’in First Nation) and collaboratively working
together to implement the management process of
landscape burning. Work is being coordinated
behind the scenes for both communities to establish
a fire crew (five-pack), and working together on
initiatives such as this for implementation.
Next Steps for the work on Forestry between the
three communities of Xeni Gwet’in, Yunesit’in
and Tl’esqox Leadership to discuss some
strategies with respect to projects that are being
brought forward and next steps.

Elhdaqox Developments is now co-owned by
Yunesit’in Government and the Celtic Group. Ryan
Grady is now the General Manager for this office, and
will continue working for Yunesit’in Development
Enterprise (YDE) and working to transition the
management of this company once a process has
been identified by the community leadership. I will be
working very closely with this team to assist me in the
work that I need to do with respect to developing a
Land Use Plan, along with implementing the core
values, interests and direction of the community
vision.
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Dasiqox Nexwagwez?an has undergone a name change, and it was agreed by the Board of
Directors that this would be beneficial and remove the word ‘Tribal Park’. This was done to assist
with the process of negotiations with local stakeholders, as well as the Provincial negotiation
process; recognizing that the true intention of this process is to create mechanisms to protect this
landscape. The Indigenous Led Protected Areas, is an initiative that Canada is focusing on since
the beginning of 2020; the focus of this group is to ensure that the Tsilhqot’in are managing the
tenure of protected areas and ensuring sustainability, while also looking beyond the barriers found
within the Biological Conservation argument with respect to how past practices merge with
Indigenous decision-taking roles on their territory. This is gaining momentum and more local and
global research is occurring on this topic. Like many of the projects we are involved with, this is a
pilot project which is gaining national interest not only within BC but in other parts of the world as
well. Particularly, the world of academics seem to be interested and we now have professors
participating from different universities from BC as well as experts from Australia sharing their
experience with wildfires and management.
Guardian hiring update: I have hired one Guardian at the moment for the purpose of ensuring that
we are showcasing to our funder that the work is being done despite the barriers we faced in this
past fiscal from Covid – 19. I will also be sending out another posting for another Guardian, once
we have received confirmation for funding for 2021 – 2022. There will be a Traditional Ecological
Knowledge training course delivered to the Tsilhqot’in National Government Rangers and Yunesit’in
Guardian / community members by University of Northern British Columbia. I need four more
participants to fill Yunesit’in allocated five spots. The course will be delivered online and can be
taken from the comfort of your home. Let me know if this is something that you are interested in. In
terms of the work that the Guardians will be doing, I have yet to coordinate the summer work-plan.
This will be done in the nearby future with help from the Tsilhqot’in National Government Fisheries
department.
Strategically, I have been working closely with our consultants from the Dasiqox team to
establish a best practices approach while implementing the Dasiqox Management Plan
along with action items from other project (which will be prioritized) and coordinate a
work-plan for the fiscal year. The key focus for both of our departments will be capacity
building; each community has different programs and are ensuring to work closely
together on initiatives that are shared.
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Advisory Committee – Seeking applications from the community for
participants interested in Natural Resources and Fisheries.
Looking for active participation: which means gathering input from your
household, family, cousins, grandparents, etc.
Bringing back their recommendations from family members back to the table,
to be discussed at the next meeting
There will be two processes:

1. An internal meeting with the Yunesit’in Nenqay Department / Elhdaqox /
Dasiqox updates
2. A Joint – Meeting with Xeni Advisory Committee to discuss similar interests
with respect to the shared caretaker area, Dasiqox area, and Natural
Resource related topics.
If you are wanting to start actively participate with this process, please
send in your resume and expression of interest to my email:
landmanagement@yunesitin.ca

One main objective that I have, with respect to all of the different layers of
work that I am coordinating, is to ensure that we can improve the housing
shortage. I am also very aware of the community’s vision with respect to
ensuring that there is sustainability for wildlife by managing access and
harvesting of logs. It is a balancing act but it is also something that I truly
enjoy, and I am happy that I have been considered to carry out these
responsibilities.
Trina Setah
Nenqay Manager

Nenqay Manager
Yunesit’in Government
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Ryan Grady

Ec Dev
My role may be shifting between Yunesit’in Development Enterprise (YDE) and
Elhdaqox Developments (ED) but there is more internal organizing to take
place to define the various responsibilities.
As for current YDE projects, salvage harvesting (burnt/beetle) operations south
of Stone is well underway, to capitalize on record lumber prices. These
contractors include the YDE harvesting crew on the 900” E” Road, SAPP
Logging on the 4400 Rd, Alvin Dirksen at 903km and Elhdaqox Developments
Ltd at 313km and 4400Rd. YDE is also looking for an additional harvesting
contractor to harvest fir beetle in the Big Creek Area.
It’s cold out now, but planning for the 2021 fire season is well underway.
Rachel Brigham has courageously taken on this project and is coordinating
the Fire/Danger Tree Assessors/First Aid courses, which will be available later
this spring.

I will be able to share briefings regarding the 2012 YDE projects at a future
date, but if you have a specific question/concerns you can reach me at the
Elhdaqox office 778-412-9251.

Ryan Grady
General Manager
Elhdaqox Developments
Yunesit’in Development Enterprise
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Jessica Setah
Yunesit’in School Updates
Hello Parents, Guardians and Grandparents
I hope everyone is doing well! Happy February 2021. I know we are
facing many challenges due to covid-19. February is the month
when the Bears have their cubs. It is also the month of “family
themes”. The school normally would plan for family day and icefishing. This year’s goal is to keep our children and families safe
with social distancing and our goals is to focus on outreach
programs for the time-being.

Re-Entry Plan: I am creating a re-entry plan for the Yunesit’in School that abides by the Government of BC
for the Covid-19 standards because we are still under phase 2 (Covid-19) under the Province of British
Columbia. Currently, we will be having half the staff work in the morning and the other half of the staff
working in the afternoon. Staff are back in session on February 16, 2021 and students return on February
17, 2021. I will give out a schedule and post the schedule on-line for the closed face-book account for
parent updates. This schedule will be in affect week-by-week until we are out of phase two status, or,
depending on our status with the pandemic. The schedule of the school could change due to the outbreak
or it will change, if there are no cases, to full-time operational hours.
Our goals at the moment are to focus on Language Arts, Math, Writing and Culture and Language.
Science, Social Studies, Health and Career Planning are weaved into these learning programs. While
students return to the classrooms, we also support home-school learning. In the case of preventing the
spread of covid-19, please do not send your child to school if they are experiencing cold-like symptoms,
such as:
fever
dry
cough
tiredness
Less common symptoms:
aches and pains
sore throat
diarrhea
conjunctivitis
headache
loss of taste or smell
a rash on skin, or discoloration of fingers or toes
Serious symptoms:
difficulty breathing or shortness of breath
chest pain or
pressureloss of speech or movement

We recommend that you seek immediate
medical attention if you have serious
symptoms. Always call before visiting your
doctor or health facility. People with mild
symptoms who are otherwise healthy
should manage their symptoms at home.
On average it takes 5–6 days from when
someone is infected with the virus for
symptoms to show, however it can take up
to 14 days.
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Story Headlines: Highlights of
Teachers LearningProfessional
Development: Zoom calls
February 2, 2021: Reading in ELA
Acadience
February 2 & 3, 2021: FNESC
Regional Session (Principal attended
the zoom call).
February 4, 2021: ProD MS Excel
computer course for teachers Part
11A (all teachers)
February 8, 2021: Richard Van
Camp
February 10, 2021: Beginners
classes for computers for teachers.
How to use technology to teach in
the classroom and how to used
technology to interact with students.
February 11, 2021: Professional
Development on Reading in ELA
and Excel Part 11 B for teachers.
February 16, 2021: EASE 1a and 1b
session.
This session is for teachers to learn
about anxiety and prevention and
resilience building in the classroom
to help students. Especially with the
virus still present and this will give
teachers the tools to work with the
students.
February 17, 2021: Professional
Learning for advanced (computers)
& Reading and writing, thinking
across curriculum.
February 18, 2021 & April 13, 2021:
FNSA Authorized Representatives
Virtual Meeting (Principal only).
February 19, 2021: Interim Report
for Culture and Language

Jessica Setah

Older computers available: We have a few older
computers that we have to give away for a draw, if
you are interested, please send a message to Molly
to enter you name for a computer/modem. We will
draw this at the end of February 2021. Depending on
interest, we may do another draw at the end of March
2021.
Cooperative Education: The Yunesit’in School has
some opportunities for the students for learning skills.
I am working with the Yunesit’in Council, HomeSchool Coordinator, and Band Manager on what
kinds of skills we could do for the children from grade
7-12. I am currently reviewing policies on work-safe
BC.
Culture and Language is another proposal that we
(Yunesit’in School) are working on to revitalize culture
and language, which I wrote for the past few years to
FNESC to help build our capacity in our school with
staff and curriculum. The goal is to focus on landbased learning. My team and I are working on landbased learning plans for the spring/summer and also
keeping the covid-19 restrictions in mind. We got
approved for a drone for on land activities. I will
update in the future once more is organized. Russell
and Paula are also teamed up with Yunesit’in School
on building curriculum and building our capacity at
the school level and to revitalize language at the
community level. We assist in any way we can to help
Russell Myers Ross with our youth/elders/beginner
speakers/fluent speakers that benefits our school. We
are also working on other projects that relate to
language revitalization. Our Yunesit’in School staff
(Celestine, Veronica, Joann, Molly and myself) are
helping with this project with Russell Myers Ross, a
youth group, language committee and health
department pending on upcoming meetings. The
School also works with Jessica Doerner and the
Health team on specific health projects.
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Family Day Grant: Amy and I worked as a team
and we got accepted for a $2500.00 grant to
have a family fun day. We will have to postpone
this event to another date when we know it is
safe to plan a land-based learning/Family Fun
Day. We may be creative and find an outreach
project on how to spend these dollars.
Additional Updates: Interim Report due:
February 12, 2021Letter of Intents due as of
January 2021: Teacher returning & EA.Smart
board application approved: We will be getting a
new smart board.Benchmarking for students due
for assessments: Teacher’s will be doing the
testing after February 18, 2021.The teachers
have been quite busy with professional
development during the shutdown. These
opportunities are some to name. All this training
benefits the students and their learning.Online
learning resources: the community hall burning
prevented us from doing on-line learning but we
were prepared by purchasing workbooks from
Staples. Most of the house-holds are hooked up
with TELUS. The school supports with an
incentive for the billing to help with the covid-19
challenges. Outreach for hot lunch program: I
would like to thank Charlene Brigham, Celestine
Brigham and Molly Hink for ordering, picking up
the orders and organizing the food and doing
home deliveries for the school/headstart
program. Celestine also did a cultural package
for the students for the language component.
Due to covid-19, we had to compete with other
schools for ordering technology. We just recently
got some and we are still waiting on more
laptops, etc. Traditional Medicine: Molly Hink will
be making new traditional medicine. If you would
like some, please message/phone me or Molly
and we will put a jar aside for you.

Jessica Setah

Headstart Team: Jessica Setah (Headstart Manager),
Amy Setah (Headstart Coordinator), Stella Stump
(Yunesit’in School Special Education/Headstart
Teacher), Rosanne Myers (Interim K4
teacher/assistant), Veronica Meldrum
(Cook/Janitor/Youth coordinator for Russell Myers
Ross) and Selina Myers & Joann Setah operate the
Language Nest. We have combined two part-time
programs to run a full-time program. I am also
accountable to Lorrie Prada for the Headstart Program
(FNHA) as she is a coach in professional
development, reporting and provides guidance for the
program. We also work with the Health Program,
which Jessica Doerner oversees with me, because it
is under the First Nations Health Authority. Amy
Setah and I work as a team to carry out the program.
Rosanne Myers works with the K-4 as an assistant to
Mamie/Amy. Between my work to maintain funding for
the Headstart program and the Language team’s
consistency in retrieving financial support for the
Language Nest, we have been able to make these
programs successful. Additionally, I wrote a
playground proposal for $100,000 and we got
approved and now we have a beautiful playground for
our younger children. Band Manager, Dwayne
Emerson, helped us organize all the people that
needed to be a part of this project to make it
successful. I recently wrote a proposal for a traditional
arbor for outdoor learning for another $100,000.00 our
children and families. We are waiting to hear back yet
to see if we got it. Fingers Crossed! The next project I
am hopeful to work on with Russell Myers Ross is to
design and construct an underground house.
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Jessica Setah

Tsilhqot’in National Government continue to help us with Traditional Cooking Policies and encouraging
traditional foods for all our programs. We are in partnership with Denisiqi Services for children and family
outreach. We are grateful to see children learning. We are open to culture and language ideas. If you
have any suggestions on children and family outreach please let me know. I am open to contest ideas as
well :) Please stay safe! Sechanilyagh
Jessical Setah Esgul (School) Principal
250-394-4217
jsetah@hotmail.com
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Rosalie Montgomery

Education
Hi there Elders, Parents, Grandparents,
Guardian & youth of Yunesit’in Government
We all know, we are going through tough
times now with the Covid 19 cases in our
communities. We can’t blame anyone and
point fingers. We are all responsible for
ourselves, our kids and grandchildren no
matter what. As parents, grandparents,
guardians of our children & grandchildren,
we have to do our part and protect them.
In order to do that we have to stay home and
social distance. During this time, do not let
people in your home until everything is safe.
If they don’t live with you then they shouldn’t
visit you. Please listen to our leadership,
security and health team. If you have to
isolate, then isolate. Covid cannot spread
unless people are moving around to spread
it.

During our community lock-down I do
not want to stress our students with
homework. There is support out there
for the students but at this time lets
focus on our health & safety. We do
have a Local Education Agreement
(LEA) signed between Yunesit’in
Government and School District #27.
Merle & I have been on 3 zoom
meetings already. The LEA is there to
support our students with their sense of
belonging, academic support and also
accountability for our students. In
regards to membership, Indigenous
Service Canada’s office was closed to
staff but now they are back in the office.
It will take them awhile to catch up on
any paper work with registration,
transfer or even sending the status
cards. Be patient.

Rosalie Montgomery
Education Coordinator
Russell Myers-Ross
Grateful to be back working in a new
role and being of service to Yunesit’in.
As I have transitioned from leadership,
much of my project work remains the
same as I am trying to finish up, build
capacity and momentum, and pass on
projects that I have started. The list of
projects include:

1. Comprehensive Community Planning: Working
with Castlemain to continue drafting a document to
outline plans for all sectors of Yunesit’in Government.
Conducting a survey will be our next main objective
to verify much of the goal setting in previous
community workshops.
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2. Researcher(s):
Keeping in contact with Anthony Persaud as he just
finished defending his PhD on the economy of
Indigenous Housing. Also, working with Paula Laita
as she is near completing her PhD on her work with
the community on Language Revitalization.
Additionally, supported the UBC Studio this past
autumn semester, a course with grad students, who
focused on designing conceptual projects for the
Dasiqox initiative.
3. Nation Building Funds for TNG:
Overseeing the expenditure of funds that have been
financially supporting the Comprehensive
Community Plan, Guardianship positions, Housing
strategies, Language Revitalization Plan and
Governance capacity.
4. CWPP Emergency Planning: Working with
Wes Brookes from Zanzibar primarily to finish
updating the community Emergency Plan and
accompanying documents, which will provide
Yunesit’in to be eligible for future funding to
implement mitigation strategies, namely for
wildfires.
5. Yunesit’in Indigenous Fire Management
program
Involved with the Gathering Voices Society,
Emma Roberts and William Nikolakis, on
building up funds and capacity to develop an
Indigenous Fire Management program in
tandem with Xeni Gwet’in. An Advisory
Committee was also set up to share about the
best means of making this work viable in a
carbon economy.

Russ Myers-Ross

6. Housing initiatives:
Assisting in coordinating the UBC Wildfire
Prototype House. The Housing Committee
confirmed Maria Myers as the client. A site
survey was completed for the location. Final
research and costing is underway. This design
will be a prototype of houses to come, which is
suited for the climate, made to prevent
vulnerability to wildfires, energy efficient,
keeping in mind the use of Yunesit’in Leading
Edge products, and utilizing hemp blocks.

Also, assisting Yunesit’in Government in a
contract with Ecotrust Canada Indigenous
Homelands, Anthony Persaud, which produced
strategic actions in a 2020 report and now are
looking to build a framework to implement the
actions, support capacity and find a means to
align TNG Housing Authority initiatives with the
community. Separate but similar, Aliyah Meldrum
and I are working for Ecotrust Canada on the
CMHC Innovation Lab, which is a nation-level
process to bring people together and seek to
solve a problem in Housing.

7. Energy Projects: Glad to say that these
projects include the presence of James Smith,
firstly, who has trained with Carnotech Energy
on the Energy Management System and will be
able to continue on our behalf, and secondly,
developing a hydrometrics program on Deer
Creek to determine the scope of hydro potential
in a pre-feasibility study. A proposal was
recently sent to seek further funding to
complete a full feasibility study.
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9. Gas Station designation:
Vision Quest is contracted to implement the
designation process, which is a formal vote
from the community to show that there is
support for the location selected for the Gas
Station. The location was set adjacent to the
old Community Hall.
10. Yunesit’in Greenworks:
Working on supporting the
greenhouses in producing vegetables
and testing the viability of the
business model. May aim to support
recruitment, purchase equipment and
supplies, and further training if
possible.
11. Yunesit’in Guest House: Overseeing
the project charter for the construction
phase, including reviewing the finances
and reporting to organizations that have
provided finances. Working on developing
the marketing and start up with the Legacy
Tourism Group. Seeking to recruit
positions for hosts and assist in further
training. Aiming for a spring soft launch to
begin hosting.

Russ Myers Ross

12. First People Cultural Council projects: Posted to
recruit a Language Coordinator but it has been
challenging to find personnel during the pandemic, which
means that my role has been extended to ensure the
projects and reporting are completed. These
responsibilities include the Language Nest, Mentorship
Program, Language Courses and curriculum
development, and further Language Revitalization
Planning. Fortunate that Paula Laita continues to provide
support, yet her main role is transferring her PhD
research to updating and reformatting the Language
Revitalization Plan. Also, grateful for Maria Myers in
showing her best qualities as a patient teacher-mentor
and team player in many supportive roles. And in
absence of a Language Coordinator, the team of Jess
Setah, Veronica, Joann and Molly have stepped up from
their roles to assist. There are others as well that are
taking our piece meal approach to developing different
language initiatives.
13. Yunesit’in website:
Aliyah and I were focused on the newsletter
but will turn our attention to updating the
website, as it is a source of sharing the
community to the world.
14. Lands Projects: Generally providing support,
when asked, to Trina Setah, Nen Coordinator, as
she gets adjusted to the Lands portfolio. For the
most part, it includes the Dasiqox work done in
collaboration with Xeni Gwet’in, Indigenous Fire
Management and the Guardianship program.
Waiting to hear back from UBCIC on whether there
is progress in advancing the Specific Claims, as a
report was published and now we are waiting for a
legal opinion.
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Maria Myers

Deni lhan /inlhes Nenqayni ch’ih yajulht&g jijegwedul/anx jegu@t’in, Zoom ch’ed. K’an /eguh
deni gha nats’eyash denilh yats’elht&g /eguh jigwebudes/anx. Ya/anxw hugunlht’ih chuh
gajedenish. Nil/in nendi jenilh/insh /eguh nenqayni lha/agulhched jegu^ulht@‘an
qa/agubes/insh. Nenqayni ch’ih sid selh yajulht&g qa Survival words gadidinsh. /Egun t’agultin
deni in gulh yalht&sh. Gan nendid denilh ghayajulht&g jegut’insh /eguh gajedenish.
/Egun shen bihijinsh, /edildon belh xuyiz bid hijinsh. /Elhgha/eyuwh jid deni ghanats’eyash
nendowh jid xats’ejeyax hink’an deni ghanats’etedash chuh jigubedetaghel/anx. /Egun
T@ilhqut’in grammar jighagubenentaghelten. Deni daghelht@ih hink’an deni dagheganlh
nendid ts’eyinsh hink’an nendid ts’edinsh tex xadetaghelzilh. Nendid ts’enz bits’edash chuh
towh xadetaghelzilh. Denilhtesiqi chuh jigubedaghil/in hink’an jaded gudeni tex xajedetalzilh.
Nenk’ed lha najetudilh jegut’in hajet’insh. Gwagwenini. Xenjegwedilagh, t@a^e^ gula
taghelyilh.
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Good morning Yunesit’in, I am your Family
Support Worker. I work with families who are in
conflict with the MCFD. I advocate for them, I
speak on their behalf and I explain what is
happening as it is happening. I ask questions
and explain the options that they have and make
sure that their concerns or questions are been
addressed. Any encounter with MCFD is
intimidating.
Since the COVID 19 pandemic has started, the
process of my duties has changed. My clients
and I don’t need to go to the court house to
address our files, instead, we call into the
courthouse and wait for our names to be called.
You can hear what is being said to the people
who are ahead of you. It feels like you are blind
folded in the court room. You can’t see who is all
there but you can hear them. I feel that the files
that are called are being shuffled even if your
clients have lawyers. A lot of the files are being
dealt with out the clients and myself. Lawyers
and MCFD are working and making a lot of
decisions with clients input but not client
presence. I usually call lawyers continuously and
talk to my clients to make sure that they are being
heard. Clients are doing what is required, but
sometimes they feel like that they are being
neglected as the COVID 19 restrictions don’t
allow them to attend large group trainings that are
required of them and some of the training that is
requested by MCFD is difficult because they are
not a lot of trainers who are willing to do this one
on one.

Yunesit’in Family Support Worker

Bev Quilt

My biggest problem has been driving my clients into
Williams Lake so that they can visit with their
children. Our leaders and managers have restricted
rides to town to abide by covid-19 protocol. For
almost 3 weeks we were on lock down. No one
through the gates. Parents were calling me saying
that they need to connect with their child and face
timing them is not an option. It is not the same as a
visit with their child. They need to touch their child
and hold them.
I am anticipating the opening of the courts again and
MCFD office. Most everyone in community has had
their second vaccine. My client told me that they
are anticipating this opening and being able to walk
into the lawyer’s office and or courtroom without
being told no. I admire the strength of my clients
and their ability to do things by themselves with very
little help from me. I do try to give direction but
sometimes when you are stuck in your office there
are certain things you cannot do. I am anticipating
to start seeing and dealing with clients who are
outside of Williams Lake. This pandemic is trying
and seeing the light at the end of this tunnel is good.
I would like to thank my clients who have been
patient with me, but look forward to meeting with you
and returning to some form of normal.
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Dasiqox-Nexwagwez?an

Welcome to Dasiqox-Nexwagwez?an’s first 2021 Update!
In the place of Dasiqox Tribal Park, we will now be referencing it as Dasiqox Nexwagwez?an
as it reflects the place and that it is “there for us”.
I think everyone can agree that 2020 has been a challenging year! For the Dasiqox team it was a
time of change and renewal, and we are looking forward to 2021 with some great new additions to
the team and, most of all, to getting back into the communities once conditions allow. Here are some
of the things we are planning to focus on:
• Incorporating the important work of Dechen Ts’edilhtan into the management planning process;
• Integrating Dasiqox work into related initiatives within Xeni Gwet’in and Yunesit’iin and working more
closely with the Nenqay Managers in each community;
• Updating the 2017 Communications Plan and creating a schedule for regular communications about
Dasiqox both internally, in community, and to the larger audience
• Starting the work of redesigning the Dasiqox logo and related materials to reflect the name change to
Dasiqox-Nexwagez?an
• Continue our fundraising efforts to support Dasiqox and related initiatives;
• Planning and supporting cultural events and getting back on the land (as conditions allow);
• Continuing to foster relationships with other Nations in regard to Indigenous Protected Conservation
Areas and Guardianship
• Preparing orientation materials and providing support and direction on governance
Our leadership team consists of Xeni Gwet’in
Nits’il’in (Chief) Jimmy Lulua and Yunesit’in
Councillor Merle Quilt. Our staff are Community
Coordinator Roger William, Governance
Consultant Russell Myers Ross, Management
Planner Jonaki Bhattacharyya, and Team
Coordinator Caitlin Thompson. We have been
working closely with Nen Planners Michelle Myers
in Xeni Gwet’in and Trina Setah in Yunesit’in, and
we have also been collaborating youth and
cultural leaders in the hopes of providing some
training and funding for cultural activities in
Dasiqox this summer.
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Dasiqox-Nexwagwez?an

Community Coordinator Roger William has been leading the Dechen Ts’edilhtan (Traditional Law)
project and has interviewed 16 elders with hopes to do more in the coming months (if COVID
conditions allow). Roger has been busy formulating his work into a handbook that will be available to
community members and will also guide the management planning process.
Last year Dasiqox also collaborated with the UBC School of Architecture to challenge student’s ideas of
architecture and design. The students’ work will be developed into a booklet that will be available to the
Dasiqox team, as well as Xeni Gwet’in and Yunesit’in.
We are busy reviewing our communications plan with the goal of providing more regular
communications to our communities. We are also actively searching for ideas to update our logo; if you
are interested please get in touch by emailing dasiqox@gmail.com. You can find our full winter 2020/21
newsletter on our website at www.dasiqox.org or you can sign up for our newsletters by emailing
info@dasiqox.org.
Sechanalyagh and we look forward to being in touch!
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Charlotte Haines

COMMUNITY
Sid seghuzi Charlotte Haines ts’edah. Yunesitin deni nesdlin. Se?
inkwel Emma Baptitse Haines Hinlee, Se?aba Francis Johnny
Haines Hinli.
Hello to all.

I introduce myself as Charlotte Haines from the Yunesitin community and my grandparents are Late
Emma and Francis Haines. My grandparents took us under their wing because our parents separated
and they both went their own ways without us. To this day, I have no regrets on being placed with my
grandparents. I don’t know about my brothers as they can speak for themselves, on their experiences of
living on Yunesitin Reserve.
As for me, my experiences living on Yunesitin had some good and bad memories. The one thing that I
did learn was listening and trying to speak the Tsilhqotin language that my grandparents spoke every day.
At first, I didn’t understand what they were saying to me and my grandmother only spoke Tsilhqotin, and
hardly knew any English. She started to use her body and hand gestures to let me know what she was
saying to me in Tsilhqotin.
This is where I wanted to learn more of speaking and writing in the Tsilhqotin language. I took so many
language classes with Maria Myers. I learned a lot from her and her Inkwel Helena Myers Hinlee.
To this day, I have been working with SD27 since late September 2012 and currently working with SD27
as a Tsilhqotin Language Teacher. I believe that teaching the culture, language, traditions, and history of
our Tsilhqotin way is somehow, keeping it alive and teaching other students and staff about our beliefs,
language and history of the Tsilhqotin people is the best thing that I can provide for SD27.
That is all for now and had to share this with Yunesit’in readers.
Charlotte Haines
Yunesitin Band Member & SD27 staff member
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Sonya Lulua

I have many memories at the old community hall. We used to play there when I was a kid, climbing
on top of it lol, and working there for summer student jobs.
When I was 14 years old, Lucus & I were having our smoke & coffee break outside on the steps and
a wolf spider popped out at us, and we were both screaming. It started chasing Lucus, he thought if
he ran through a big puddle it would stop, but nope! It ran across the water after him, we had to
squish it with a big block, but for 5 minutes I was laughing away watching Luke run everywhere
screaming while being chased around outside.
I grew up knowing the community hall so well, we used to have our Christmas concerts in there
when I went to school in Yunesit'in. My late grandparents Susan & Tony Myers had one of their
anniversary parties in there. I had my wedding dinner & dance in there. I went to so many dances
there while growing up, oh man Stoney dances were always the best! From childhood memories to
adult ones... I won't forget that place
These are a glimpse of my memories.
Ps. I can keep going on memories, but there are too many in that building. I will miss seeing that
building when we drive by to visit my parents or heading to Xeni.

Yunesit’in Xaghiyah
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I remember the Community Hall when I was
very young, being waste height, trying to
find faces in a crowd of people. It was a
wedding in 1989, I think, but I cannot even
remember who. Fast forward, through the
years as Nits’il’in at Stone, the Band Office
was in the basement and all of our meetings
were held upstairs. The basement was the
least ideal place to work – the walls were
paper thin, it always felt dingy and dark, and
I remember the time when it flooded in the
early spring with an INAC worker sitting
beside me, and I looked over and said: “Tell
your superiors that we need a new office”.
Despite its qualities, staff still made it feel
like a home and I recall on the mornings
where the women would huddle beside the
fire catching up, telling stories and laughing
all morning until it was time to get to work.
Upstairs, I recall a bunch of memories: I
remember our early work on the Land Use
Plan with Herb Hammond, where the topic
of land merged into housing, the economy,
and old stories; I remember my own
graduation in 2000 and attending and
speaking at others that Rosalie hosted; I
recall an event Duane hosted where we had
a ceremonial fire, tobacco pipes and we all
brought food from the land and had a feast;

Russell Myers Ross

I recall all the training sessions, the days where
regular lunches from Ida became a daily reality,
which saw through the SAGE programs, lateral
violence workshops, carpentry and milling programs,
firefighting and first aid training, and much more; I
remember the well prepared meals from Charleen &
company on Easters and Xmases, where the food
came late, but were always amazing and the seats
were packed; I remember the songs sang, even
taught by my late mom, and also the funeral service
that the family organized to celebrate her life and
bring her home to rest. Those first few years as
Nits’il’in, I can’t even recall how many times I’ve set
tables and chairs and put them away, how many
times I would be the last person helping to clean and
lock up, trying to find ways to hand off extra food
from the meals. Last year February, we started that
discussion with community members about what
they wanted to see if we were to build a new
community hall. My daughter, Nalina, wanted to see
an ice cream factory that is pet friendly and a place
for children to play. However, from the minutes of
that dinner, I tried to reflect the community wishes
through this statement:
People from the Yunesit’in community want to see a multifunctional gathering place that accommodates children
and Elders and enhances what the community hall is
already used for, by including a community kitchen,
cultural and educational space to learn and ensure it has
the technical supports of a modern building.
Look forward to what the community will create next.
Russell Myers Ross
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